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Ling 203 Assignment 4 
Kelli Wiseth “Hurricane” as a source of metaphor 

For this assignment I chose the lexical item ‘hurricane’ and started with some research on the web 
which led to NOAA1 where I learned that the word “hurricane” is “derived from ‘Hurican,’ the Carib 
god of evil” which had itself been “derived from the Mayan god ‘Hurakan,’ one of their creator gods, 
who blew his breath across the Chaotic water and brought forth dry land and later destroyed the men 
of wood with a great storm and flood…”  

Hurricanes are interesting because they encompass so many other natural 
phenomena, most basic being wind. The physical-scientific properties of 
wind in general and hurricanes in particular was a bit of a sidetrack, but I 
was looking to understand some of the underpinnings of a ‘hurricane’ as 
compared to other natural phenomena. Briefly, according to NOAA, 
hurricane is a regional term used to describe specifically those ‘tropical 
cyclones’ that emerge from the Caribbean. It is wind speed or force (above 75 mph as a starting 
point, but can reach over 155 mph) that is one of the main characteristics of a hurricane and which 
causes the damage, directly and indirectly—the wind causes the “storm surges” that cause so much 
of damage.  

A hurricane emerges from differences in air pressure systems—where low air pressure is 
surrounded by higher air pressure. When the conditions are such that low pressure ‘inside’ this 
developing circular pattern continues declining, winds start circulating faster and with more force 
and the entire system starts moving—are all important elements in ‘making a hurricane’ (the 
weather pattern, not the cocktail.) Hurricanes are also noted for ‘energy increasing exponentially, 
feeding on themselves’ (Allaby: 45)2—so it’s basically a combination of water and heat in the right 
geographical location that initiates the circulating motion of wind and gets the system started. 

The language used to describe hurricanes is metaphorical, as shown in this description of the 
beginnings of Hurricane Katrina: 

“Starting as a tropical depression, Hurricane Katrina first made landfall near Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, feeding on the moisture-rich Everglades as it headed west into the Gulf of Mexico. By Saturday, 
August 27, Katrina’s fierce winds and plummeting barometric pressure had served notice of its deadly 
intent. Hurricanes draw strength from warm, open water, making the gulf an ideal host. … When 
Hurricane Katrina reached the coastal town… there was no mistaking its power. It flattened the town 
with a storm surge two stories high before moving north toward New Orleans, sixty-three miles away.” 
(Treaster: 59)3 

Hurricanes have a “life-cycle” and “die out,” they “move” from one location to another. The excerpt 
above has several examples of metaphor and metonymy, and shows how language used to describe 
a natural phenomenon uses as its source the concept of LIVING CREATURE, so we end up with 
HURRICANE is LIVING CREATURE, with HURRICANE as the target and LIVING CREATURE or 
MONSTER is source. We see from phrases such as feeding on the moisture-rich Everglades…, draw 
strength… HURRICANE is a LIVING THING (VAMPIRE?) THAT NEEDS FUEL and served notice of its 

                                                             
1 Unless otherwise noted, all information referenced as “NOAA” is attributed to Chris Landsea on various 
pages of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration website at http://www.noaa.gov  
2 Allaby, Michael. 1997. Hurricanes. New York, NY: Facts on File, Inc. 
3 Treaster, Joseph. 2007. Hurricane Force: In the path of America’s deadliest storms. Boston, MA: Kingfisher (a 
Houghton-Mifflin Company). 
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deadly intent [HURRICANE is a VOLITIONAL KILLER] and flattened the town… [HURRICANE is 
DESTRUCTIVE]. But—I need to think about HURRICANE from the other perspective, as the SOURCE 
rather than the TARGET for metaphor 

In trying to find examples of HURRICANE as a source metaphor, I turned to COCA and searched for 
examples of non-literal instances of the word. Surprisingly, not all the examples involved negative 
characteristics. For example, a 1997 Esquire magazine profile of Regis Philbin refers to “Philbin in 
his thirties” as “a hurricane of pep gusting into the sleepy sails of his low-key host [Joey Bishop]…” 
Similarly, a 2008 Ebony magazine profile characterizes Quincy Jones as “a hurricane of creativity, a 
Renaissance man and a pack rat…”  

In both these examples, it’s only the ENERGY aspect of hurricanes that’s being used to highlight a 
personality trait. (According to Hurricanes4, “if the energy from a hurricane were to be converted to 
electricity, the average hurricane releases in two days enough heat energy to supply the entire US 
for a year.” (Allaby: 43)) So this seems to be an example of one of the mappings from source to 
target—in this case, the only mapping. 

Here’s another example, from a 2007 Essence magazine article using HURRICANE in the context of 
a description of demonstrative affection: “’Justine is so warm and selfless, these kids were running 
into a daggone hurricane of kisses and hugs and putting on their mittens,’ he says. ‘Nothing against 
their mother, but with Justine it was just love, love, love, love, love, love.’”  

However, favorable comparisons to ‘hurricane’ such as these are rare, and don’t seem 
representative of the types of associations people generally make with ‘hurricanes.’ Rather, an 
example of the ‘brutality’ of a hurricane, its destructive aspects, could be considered in the 
nickname given to the boxer Rubin (‘Hurricane’) Carter, so called evidently because of “his 
aggressive style and punching power”5 (although another source6 credits “his lightning-fast fists” as 
the reason for the nickname. Nonetheless, the nickname is ‘hurricane,’ not ‘lightning’ Carter). 
Skimming the Wikipedia page, I see that Carter had spent many years in prison for murder 
(although his conviction was ultimately overturned), but perhaps the association with violence—he 
was a boxer, after all—contributes to the successful use of this nickname—he’s a force to be feared, 
he devastates his opponents, and so on. [But I wonder if Rubin ‘Hurricane’ Carter might be a better 
example of conceptual blending?] 

I think I need to think about this in terms of Grady’s work—primary metaphor or compound 
metaphor, rather than Lakoff & Johnson’s concept of “using a concrete SOURCE to understand an 
abstract TARGET.” For hurricane, what is the basic concept? It’s a natural occurrence that we 
experience as a violent destructive FORCE that emerges from beautiful tropical areas. When we 
know one is heading our way, we “run for our lives.” It causes death and destruction. And then, it 
just stops. Here, I think we get a sense that a HURRICANE metaphor would involve the basic domain 
of FORCE and the basic domain of LIFECYCLE. But this is based on nothing more than introspection, 
so I turn to COCA and look for more examples.  

Of the examples I pulled from COCA, I’m focusing on just three, the first two of which seem to use 
hurricane in a similar way, that is, they map the DESTRUCTIVE aspect of HURRICANES to political 
or socio-political movements or events, leading to a metaphor SOCIO-POLITICAL MOVEMENT is 

                                                             
4 Allaby, Michael. 1997. Hurricanes. New York, NY: Facts on File, Inc. 
5 Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubin_Carter 
6 Biography website http://www.biography.com/people/rubin-carter-9542248 
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HURRICANE. Example 1a (“the hurricane of freedom has hit Cuba”) is on the surface FREEDOM is 
HURRICANE, which is based on one key mapping from HURRICANE is DISTRUCTIVE FORCE which 
is extended to FREEDOM is DISTRUCTIVE FORCE. Other nearby word choices convey some of the 
other concepts related to hurricanes: they travel, they go places, they must be prepared for, they 
must be gotten ready for.... The idea of “hurricane preparedness” in regions along the gulf coast, 
particularly during “hurricane season” is as much a part of consciousness of residents as 
“earthquake preparedness” is to those of us living near fault lines. So this example one that goes 
beyond the use of the lexical item “hurricane” as comparison and involves some of the other 
implications (entailments?). 

Example 1a. “…hurricane of freedom has hit Cuba…” 

Date  1990 (19900314) 

Title  Libya Chem Plant Fire; Castro's Future 
Source  ABC_Nightline 

like to perhaps go back and make investments, what is it we can do to quickly tie economic ties with Cuba as it was prior to 
Castro. The hurricane of freedom has hit Cuba. It will go there. There's no other place left for it to go to. And what 
propped Castro up has been the Soviet Union and its bloc. He has no way to be supported in the future. And I think if we 
don't prepare for it, if we don't get ready for it, what we will have is an avalanche of discontented people that we can't 
assist because they can not 

The ‘avalanche of discontented people’ (Example 1a) introduces another natural phenomenon 
(although an odd word choice in the midst of ‘hurricane’ concept), and the overall affect is that 
FREEDOM is DISRUPTIVE SOCIAL FORCE. [But again, here we have the abstract target of FREEDOM 
associated with another abstraction, DISRUPTIVE SOCIAL FORCE. ] 

Example 1b seems to use the same general mapping as FREEDOM but this social force is 
DEMOCRACY.  

Example 1b. …”hurricane of democracy that had blown Federalism away…” 

Date  1992 (Sep) 
Publication information  Vol. 43 Issue 5, p43, 14p, 16c 

Title  The lives of the parties. 
Author  Weisberger, Bernard A. 
Source  American Heritage 

, the House made the profound mistake of ignoring the hurricane of democracy that had blown Federalism away. 
Universal manhood suffrage was becoming a reality in almost every state as property and religious qualifications for the 
vote were toppled by popular outcry. Universal was anything but an exact term. It meant white males only. Even so, a huge 
and newly enfranchised body of voters stood ready to crush any kind of elite that seemed to put itself between them and 
success 

Both of these example sentences 1a and 1b might be mapped as shown in Figure 2. 

Table 1: SOCIO-POLITICAL FORCE is HURRICANE 

Source: HURRICANE Mappings Target: SOCIO-POLITICAL FORCE 

Convergence of three key (and seemingly 
innocuous) factors: heat, water, pressure 
conditions  

 Convergence of political ideas, emotions of the 
people ‘heating up’  

Exponential internally motivated energy 
increase (“feeds on itself”) 

 The more outside forces (eg., gov’t) try to 
quash the movement, the more force its 
members apply within the movement.  

Destructive  Disruptive to status quo 
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Social movements ‘build energy and momentum’ as they recruit new members, educate and 
communicate goals and ideals among the membership, all working toward achieving collective like-
mindedness. They become “forces to be reckoned with,” assuming they don’t ‘fizzle out’ before they 
fully develop—this is actually another mapping from HURRICANES—they can ‘fizzle out’ before 
they get underway if any of the three key conditions doesn’t hold for a particular period of time.) 
Example 1b also has some associated language nearby that contributes or borrows from the 
hurricane concept, specifically use of words like “toppled” and “crush” both suggest the violent 
nature of hurricanes—and what “social change” might look like in metaphorical terms. 

A hurricane is a disruptive natural phenomenon, and its association with freedom in “the hurricane 
of freedom” imbues the word “freedom” with the characteristics of a hurricane, in this case, 
highlighting the concept of DISRUPTION or DISRUPTIVE FORCE by direct use of the word 
“hurricane” rather than an indirect use that would ascribe the characteristics of the hurricane to the 
situation without using the word. So I think I’m just realizing that my tables are lists of entailments 
rather than strict mappings. [Or is it an example of conceptual blending, rather than metaphor?] 

Example 2 uses hurricane to describe internal emotions that have been suppressed and then 
explode one day, seemingly ‘out of the blue,’ similar to how a hurricane develops quietly out in the 
middle of the oceans for a period of time before exploding into storm. The “beneath his surface” I 
think could allude to the “surface” of the water from the hurricane imagery—or maybe it just makes 
me think of “still waters run deep.”  

Example 2. “a hurricane of unprocessed feelings and unexamined issues intense enough to level a small city 

Date  2002 (Dec) 
Publication information  Vol. 33, Iss. 8; pg. 128, 6 pgs 
Title  Heart to heart 

Author  Halle Berry 
Source  Essence 

is messing up your mind, " he'd say. " You spend all your time pouring out your heart to a stranger, and meanwhile you're 
still miserable. Look at me. I'm mellow. I'm not angry. I'm not moody; I go with the flow. " For a while I bought the 
argument. Maybe he was right. Why couldn't I be as cool as he? But then one day something set him off, and Mr. Mellow 
turned into Monster Man just like that. Beneath his surface was a hurricane of unprocessed feelings and unexamined 
issues intense enough to level a small city. Witnessing that, I became convinced that my mother's original advice-to seek 
professional help when I'm hurting-was something I would never again doubt, and to hell with anyone's objection. 
Photograph Berry, Halle Berry: The actress fights back as a Bond girl, starring opposite Pierce Brosnan in the film Die 
Another Day. // Some women say that their girlfriends provide guidance that's as good as, if not better than, a  

For this mapping, instead of HURRICANE being used metaphorically to convey abstract notions of 
POLITICAL UPHEAVAL, it’s the internal emotions that have gone unexamined that lead to “a 
hurricane of unprocessed feelings…”  

Table 2: SUPPRESSED EMOTION is A DEVELOPING HURRICANE 

Source: HURRICANE (DEVELOPING) Mappings Target: SUPPRESSED EMOTIONS 

Convergence of three key (and seemingly 
innocuous) factors: heat, water, pressure 
conditions. 

  

Can build slowly, silently way out at sea  Keeps everything to himself (Cool on the outside) 

System feeds on itself to create more 
energy 

 Unprocessed feelings, unexamined issues swirling 
around on the inside (“beneath his surface”) 

Destruction of everything in its path  Release of his pent-up feelings and emotions is 
destructive (“intense enough to level a small city”) 
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In general, I have some doubts about how I approached this assignment. To fully analyze ‘hurricane’ 
as a source for metaphor, I think I would have needed to have found examples that were structured 
using the characteristics of a hurricane to convey different senses of the target domains. Some of 
my examples do that a bit, but I’m not sure if using the word “hurricane” in those instances is truly 
‘metaphorical’ or is simply analogy—or, are these better examples of conceptual blending? 

Also, a note about cross-linguistic metaphors that may exist: Although the word ‘hurricane’ applies 
to a specific geographic region, the phenomenon is generally known by meteorologists (according 
to NOAA) as ‘tropical cyclones,’ and these emerge in various places around the world given the right 
set of conditions. “If it forms in the Bay of Bengal, it is known as a cyclone,” but if it forms in the 
Pacific, it’s a typhoon… near Indonesia, baguio… in Australia, they’re called typhoons or ‘willy-nilly.’” 
(Allaby: 48) The point is, the experience of this extreme weather system is not unique to speakers 
of American English, so I’d expect there to be metaphors that are structured using ‘cyclone’ in Hindi 
or Tagalog, for example, or other languages in the parts of the world that have suffered through 
such conditions. I think India has seen its share of devastating cyclones over the years, for example.  
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Ling 203 Assignment # 4 Corpus extracts 
Kelli Wiseth  

The “hurricane” as a source for metaphor seems to fall into two broad general areas, one with 
negative connotations, the other (and more rare) with positive or favorable connotations. The 
favorable connotations surprised me: I think of a hurricane as bringing devastation to entire 
regions. Here is more detail from COCA of some of the examples. 

Neutral or describing physical characteristics 

Date  2012 

Publication information  New York : Grand Central Pub.,Edition: 1st ed. 
Title  A grown-up kind of pretty 
Author  Jackson, Joshilyn. 

he thrashed like a mad pony, doing her best to throw me off her. " Liza, Liza, Liza, " I crooned, trying to calm her down and make 
her listen, all to no avail. So this is nothing new, I thought. But inside I was soaring, because maybe it wasn't new, but this wild 
thing that bucked, willful and mighty, had been blankly, blackly absent from Liza's body since the stroke. This was my real Liza 
trying to throw off my hands, half girl, half hurricane. She might still be in there. # All the hope I'd banked flooded me, sweet 
enough to mute even the roared thunder of mother guilt, saying I had done this to her for a swimming pool. I'd eat this guilt  and 
kill a thousand more willows, twice each, for a speck of hope that Liza was still alive inside this broken body. # " Liza, " I said, too 
loud to be soothing, " Liza, you need to breathe. " 

Date  2009 (090913) 
Publication information  A; Pg. 3 
Title  PERSONAL ESSAY Chronicler of war briefly becomes part of it During siege, reporter transforms from 

impartial witness to rifle-toting compatriot of a Marine from Houston 

Author  By JONATHAN S. LANDAY, McCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS 
Source  Houston Chronicle 

ourselves. I glanced at my left sleeve and saw that it was streaked with his blood. # When the firing slackened again, we resumed 
trying to get Westbrook to the landing zone. Then we realized that we were below the landing field, and that we'd have to heave 
him up the stone wall of the terrace. He was passing out, unable to help us this time. Someone joined us. And then someone else. 
# I couldn't tell who they were as the wash from the incoming helicopter's rotor blades whipped up a hurricane of dirt and 
stones and straw. # We held onto Westbrook's uniform as we manhandled him up the wall through the clouds of stinging 
debris. Then soldiers appeared at the top. They grabbed him and carried him to the helicopter. # Staying back, reluctantly # I still 
had Westbrook's rifle over my shoulder, dragging against my half-filled Camelbak water container. I asked one of the U.S. 
reinforcements who were now arriving to put the safety on for me. The soldier pulled the magazine out,  

Date  1997 (Jun) 
Publication information  Vol. 127, Iss. 6; pg. 60, 8 pgs 
Title  The sidekick inside me 
Author  Bill Zehme 
Source  Esquire 

true to his host, Downs plowed on with the program and becalmed a nation stunned. " I'll tell you, it was probably the hottest 
spotlight I was ever in, before or since. " I WENT OFF TO ANNOY my friend Regis Philbin, something I have done countless times 
since I profiled him three years ago in this magazine. He is most fun when annoyed. the announcer for ABC's Joey Bishop Show 
(1967-1969), however, he never bristled on-camera. Rather, he was Regis carefree: freshly into his thirties, a hurricane of pep 
gusting into the sleepy sails of his low-key host. Enthusing was his racket. For the annals, he is the only sidekick ever to 
become a giant among talk hosts. But his work as Bishop's knight nevertheless remains unforgettable. It was the one time more 
energy stirred from the couch than from the desk. He has kept but a few old show tapes, and I had asked to watch one with him-
thus the annoyance. " The sidekick is a relic of the talk-show business! 

Date  1992 (May) 

Publication information  Vol. 47, Iss. 7; pg. 34, 7 pgs 
Title  Michael Jackson: Crowned in Africa, Pop Music King Tells Real Story of Controversial Trip 
Author  Johnson, Robert E 
Source  Ebony 

King Sani " and asked God for protection at a tree that symbolized the essence of power. The musical messenger, who journeyed 
to West and East African nations as a self-proclaimed ambassador of peace, love and goodwill, achieved a success that exceeded 
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his expectation. From his sunset arrival in Gabon, where more than 100,000 people greeted him with spiritual bedlam, to his stop 
in Cairo, Egypt, to which he had paid homage on his newest album, Dangerous, with the best-selling single and music video 
Remember the time, Michael was caught up in a hurricane of happy happenings. In French-speaking, oil-and mineral-rich 
Gabon, he received the West African nation's Medal of Honor from President Omar Bongo, who was the official host of the 
performer's " Come Back To Eden " tour. President Bongo told Jackson that he was the first entertainer to ever receive the medal, 
which until then has been given only to heads of states and high-ranking diplomats and dignitaries -- including Nelson Mandela. 
As host of the tour, President Bongo appointed his daughter, Pascaline Bongo, 

Positive (result is positive?) 

Date  1990 (19900605) 
Title  Newshour 900605 
Source  PBS_Newshour 

Since the upheaval last year especially since the upheaval we need to improve the image of the policemen. It is important for us 
to remind people that the policeman works hard to protect the people. MR-ABLE: Incessant propaganda on television. The 
Party's voice speaking unchallenged in magazines and newspapers. Fables about heroes soldiers. For the Chinese it is all to 
familiar. Martial law may be over. Fewer troops are on the streets but tough new laws are in place banning all forms of protest 
and public demonstration and surveillance cameras still scan the avenues. A hurricane of change is blowing from Prague to 
Pretoria but all the Chinese can do is put their heads down and peddle in to the wind . One of the few Chinese unafraid to 
speak out Pop Singer Ho Dejien says the Government media campaign is alienating the people even more. HO-DEJIEN-Disside: 
They hate that. Some people just turn it off. We can hardly bare all this lousy propaganda. Nobody believes that. We can do 
nothing but turn it off. MR-ABLE: Many reliable sources of information have been 

Date  1990 (19900314) 

Title  Libya Chem Plant Fire; Castro's Future 
Source  ABC_Nightline 

, give or take 100,000 either way KOPPEL And how many of them do you think would go back if Cuba were ever liberated? Gov 
MARTINEZ I don't have- we don't have any idea, that's part of what the Cuban commission would do, the Free Cuban commission 
would do, to make a determination how many may want to go back, make a determination how many Cuban-Americans would 
like to perhaps go back and make investments, what is it we can do to quickly tie economic ties with Cuba as it was prior to 
Castro. The hurricane of freedom has hit Cuba. It will go there. There's no other place left for it to go to. And what propped 
Castro up has been the Soviet Union and its bloc. He has no way to be supported in the future. And I think if we don't prepare for 
it, if we don't get ready for it, what we will have is an avalanche of discontented people that we can't assist because they can not 
communicate with their loved ones in Cuba. 

Date  1992 (Sep) 
Publication information  Vol. 43 Issue 5, p43, 14p, 16c 
Title  The lives of the parties. 
Author  Weisberger, Bernard A. 
Source  American Heritage 

went their own ways, plucking clusters of support off the Republican stem. In 1824 the electoral college had to choose between 
four candidates, only one of them-who ran last-named by " King Caucus. " The others were put forward by state legislatures or 
special petitions. No one got a majority, and the House of Representatives chose the winner, John Quincy Adams, over Henry Clay 
and Andrew Jackson. # Jackson actually had the highest number of electoral (and popular) votes, and in bypassing him, the 
House made the profound mistake of ignoring the hurricane of democracy that had blown Federalism away. Universal 
manhood suffrage was becoming a reality in almost every state as property and religious qualifications for the vote were toppled 
by popular outcry. Universal was anything but an exact term. It meant white males only. Even so, a huge and newly enfranchise d 
body of voters stood ready to crush any kind of elite that seemed to put itself between them and success. Jackson the Indian-
killer, the victor of New Orleans, the un-educated and unpolished frontier youth who had made 

Date  1992 (Dec) 
Publication information  Vol. 23 Issue 9, p62, 11p, 12c 

Title  In the newly independent Ukraine, crops are easy to find--but not roots. 
Author  Chelminski, Rudolph 
Source  Smithsonian 

by a forest of centenary oaks, mixed with ash, beech and a few rare birch. For our cavalcades we had all the room we needed to 
gallop at our ease without quitting the limits of the park, especially since there was an enormous orchard of apples, pears, 
prunes, apricots, peaches and cherries. " (The cherry orchard. How perfect. Whether he knew it or not, Chekhov was not writing 
for the Russian landowning class alone.) # Like their Russian cousins, Ukraine's Polish landed nobility were swept away in the 
hurricane of the Bolshevik Revolution, after their properties and lifestyle had already been devastated by the twin calamities 
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of World War I and the general melee of the Ukrainian civil war. The defeat of General Denikin's White Army at Orel in 1921 by 
the Bolsheviks dashed the last hopes of reestablishing the old order. Fittingly enough, a major cause of Denikin's defeat was the 
defection of his Kuban Cossack cavalry, which went over en masse to the Bolsheviks in midbattle. # My father, who had been sent 

 
Date  1992 (19920921) 
Title  Econoblab on the Campaign Trail 
Source  New York Times 

in 1990 and from which we are slowly recovering. This is the issue that makes economics the central concern of this election.  The 
other complaints about the economy -- sluggish growth, persistent poverty -- were as valid in 1988 as they are now. # So a basic 
question is what programs the candidates have for accelerating the recovery and regaining high employment. The simple answer 
is that they have none. A recovery plan would have to consist of one or both of two elements. One would be monetary expansion . 
I have not read every word in the hurricane of statements made by President Bush and Gov. Bill Clinton, but I have read Mr. 
Bush's " Agenda " and Mr. Clinton's " Plan " and heard a lot of other talk by or for them. I have not seen the words " moneta ry 
policy " or anything relating to it in either of their recent utterances, except a fleeting reference in Mr. Bush's Agenda to " sound 
money " as a good thing. Both candidates are silent on whether the Federal Reserve should increase the money 

Positive imagery 

This example (and some of the others, eg., Regis,) use the “energy” aspect of hurricanes…  

Date  1994 (19940512) 
Publication information  THE ARTS 
Title  When Cecilia Bartoli Sings, the World Stops and Listens 
Source  Christian Science Monitor 
 

to become an opera singer. # " As concerns protecting the stage work, I am not one of those who sings every night. First, because 
it's not good for the voice, second, because I am not attached to money in a crazy, obsessed way. And in the area of publicity this 
has happened. I can't change this. So it's necessary instead to say,' Okay, I can do this, but I need rest afterwards.' So it's a 
question of balancing, of not being like a hurricane. " # One of Bartoli's greatest assets is her ability to " move " the voice, 
singing runs up and down scales with what sounds like supersonic velocity, yet with each note articulated clearly and accurately. 
It creates an audible frisson in the audience the first time she launches into such passage work. When tossing off a virtuoso 
moment like the finale from Rossini's " La Cenerentola, " as she did in Carnegie Hall two weeks ago, the frisson turns into a ba rely 
contained excitement, 

Date  2008 (Oct 2008) 
Publication information  . Vol. 63, Iss. 12; pg. 84, 2 pgs 
Title  Q&A: A conversation with Spike Lee 
Author  Harriette Cole 
Source  Ebony 

Nations observers on this one. All of a sudden people's name on this parole list and you can't vote or people being turned away or 
the machine's not working, roadblocks in your neighborhood. EBONY: And the young people who have signed up have to vote. 
SPIKE: Yeah, I mean he is not in office yet. You got ta play it out-just ask the New England Patriots. 58161 Quincy Delight Jones Jr. 
is a hurricane of creativity, a Renaissance man and a pack rat . Out of his treasure trove of memorabilia he has fashioned a 
unique all-access pass to his life, the history of jazz and rare musings from the maestro in his own words. THE COMPLETE 
QUINCY JONES: MY JOURNEY &; PASSIONS (Insight Editions, $45) examines the virtuosity of the man Frank Sinatra named " Q. " 
From Count Basic, Duke Ellington and Lady Day (Billie Holiday) to today's music royalty (" King of Pop " 

Date  2007 (May) 
Publication information  Vol. 38, Iss. 1; pg. 202, 4 pgs 
Title  FATHER KNOWS blessed 

Author  Jeannine Amber 
Source  Essence 

five, ten pounds before I called her, which I did. The rest is history. " Justine beams while her husband tells this story. "  As soon as 
I heard him say 1Hi,' 1 just melted, " she says. " He sounded so sweet and innocent. I just wanted to take care of him. Then he 
introduced me to his kids, and, gosh, I just fell in love. " Run says the feelings were mutual. " Justine is so warm and selfless, these 
kids were running into a daggone hurricane of kisses and hugs and putting on their mittens, " he says. " Nothing against their 
mother, but with Justine it was just love, love, love, love, love, love. " PRAYING FOR A MIRACLE Justine's water broke in the early-
morning hours of September 26, 2006, one month ahead of schedule. Run called the MTV crew to meet them at the hospital, but 
when the baby was born, it was clear that something was terribly wrong-her internal organs had developed outside 
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Date  2005 (20050911) 
Title  Jazz in New Orleans 
Source  CBS_Morning 

music. Documentary filmmaker Ken Burns is among those who hold out hope that the wound will heal. Mr-KEN-BURNS-1Doc: 
The wind that brought such devastation to New Orleans last month was not unfamiliar or unexpected to the residents of that 
storied, long-suffering city. The Gulf of Mexico has delivered its relentless messages for centuries, but we forget that the news 
has not always been bad. The wind has in times past help deliver to Louisiana's fragile delta the ingredients for America's only 
homegrown art form: jazz... (Vintage-footage-of) Mr-BURNS: (Voiceover)... itself a hurricane of change, transcendence and 
affirmation. From Africa, Europe, the Caribbean and Latin America, men and women have for centuries sailed into the alluring, 
seductive and steamy Crescent City, mixing in together in that great bowl of a town. In the near tropical heat, forced together by 
historical happenstance, people of every race, class and culture simmered on this sub-sea level stove and created a music so 
stunning that it required the people who made it and heard it to see all of life anew 
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passed me over. But all I could think of is that I didn't have a cross. And with no ammo all that stuff just starts to overwhelm you. 
Bad, bad thoughts. # BUSHY-TAIL: How could you not have ammunition? # VOLODYA: They gave me some later. Later on there 
was plenty of everything. One day we were cleaning out one house. It was obvious Russians lived there. There was a small icon 
right where you'd expect one to be in the corner of the room. The place looked like a hurricane hit it. We went in, looked 
around and I sat down on a chair. I felt something poking me underneath. I stood up and looked and there was this cross lying 
there. So, you see? I found one. I haven't taken it off since. # BUSHY-TAIL: They say you shouldn't wear someone else's cross. # 
VOLODYA: Yeah, I've heard that; about taking on somebody else's sins. But I found that one there and I've 
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of perseverance- -not angry defiance; form at the hands would not be clasped behind him, but closed as fists in front of him, and 
the face would be contorted with rage. Instead, Lincoln's face is set composed, him blinking in the face of reality. The hands are 
joined, almost as a symbol of the Union he is determined to preserve - but notice that they are kept behind. Were iey crossed 
before him, it would mean an end of forward motion. No, the man must lead the Union. He must endure a hurricane of abuse, 
and even reconcile himself to the prospect of failure, without whimper or casting blame - but he always must be prepared to 
move forward. Early in his career as an Illinois legislator, Lincoln stated, " The probability that we may fall in the struggle ought 
not to deter us from the support of a cause we believe to be just it shall not deter me. " # Francis Carpenter, who would go on to 
paint one of the greatest historical canvasses in American history, the 
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to choose has been inverted in most workplaces over the intervening years, workers retain the right in the construction industry. 
Why shouldn't service and manufacturing workers enjoy the same rights? On a practical level, too, Frank is wrong, because 
expedited elections will simply lead to expedited firings. An election can never be quicker than a firing. It only takes a minute to 
fire someone. While the ILWU struggle with Rite Aid is a good example of the failure of current law, if Frank had spoken to other 
organizers he would have learned that the hurricane of employer fury, intimidation, and coercion is generally launched at 
the first sign of worker organizing and not simply when an election petition is filed. Most organizing unions counsel workers not 
to sign cards until the penultimate moment, knowing that once word of the authorization cards spreads in the workplace the 
employer's attack will surely begin. So, by the time cards are signed, workers generally have been subjected to anti-union 
propaganda and employer intimidation. If employers know that card signing is guaranteed to result in a 

Hurricane being used to describe the effects of another type of disaster (caused by humans): 

Date  2007 (20071020) 
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also mentioned John Kenneth Galbraith as someone who could have been honored but was overlooked. Work dealing with 
unemployment, inequality and poverty, Mr. Sen agreed, has not been cited in Stockholm very frequently. # " Those require 
recognition, too, " Mr. Sen said, " but that doesn't mean those who were recognized don't deserve it. " ## 71580 # A powerful 
explosion killed a construction worker and critically injured four others in a hardscrabble town in New Jersey yesterday as i t 
leveled a nearly built home and an abandoned apartment building and sent a hurricane of fiery debris, splintered wood and 
shattered glass flying for blocks around. # The blast -- apparently the fault of bumbling vagrants who broke in to the new 
house to steal pipes for scrap and severed a natural gas line -- was yet another blow to the run-down East Ward of Irvington, N.J., 
an old industrial town west of Newark that has been plagued for years by criminal gangs, drug addicts, prostitutes and poverty. # 
To its neighbors on a struggling block of trash-strewn lots and modest homes 
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is messing up your mind, " he'd say. " You spend all your time pouring out your heart to a stranger, and meanwhile you're sti ll 
miserable. Look at me. I'm mellow. I'm not angry. I'm not moody; I go with the flow. " For a while I bought the argument. Maybe 
he was right. Why couldn't I be as cool as he? But then one day something set him off, and Mr. Mellow turned into Monster Man 
just like that. Beneath his surface was a hurricane of unprocessed feelings and unexamined issues intense enough to 
level a small city. Witnessing that, I became convinced that my mother's original advice-to seek professional help when I'm 
hurting-was something I would never again doubt, and to hell with anyone's objection. Photograph Berry, Halle Berry: The 
actress fights back as a Bond girl, starring opposite Pierce Brosnan in the film Die Another Day. // Some women say that their 
girlfriends provide guidance that's as good as, if not better than, a 
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from scratch, finds time to sew Halloween costumes, and happily ferries little Suzie from soccer practice to ballet-there's the 
familiar image of the teenage rebel without a cause: obsessed with friends who are leading her astray; determined to spend as 
little time with parents as possible; at the mercy of her raging hormones. " Enjoy her while you can, " the mother of a 16-year-old 
girl warns the mother of an eight-year old. " It's all going to change soon enough. " Our culture teaches us to get ready for the 
inevitable: an eye-rolling hurricane of hormones and hostility. Thrown off balance, some mothers cope by shifting into buddy 
mode. But our teens don't really need or want another (if older) buddy to hang out with. Other parents solve the problem by 
letting their adolescents pretty much go their own way. According to the National Academy of Sciences, the average amount of 
time parents spend with their children every week has dropped 11 hours since the 1960s. A recent study of the childcare 
patterns of employed mothers revealed that 24 
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Holy Cross, and Clark. Sigmund Freud delivered lectures on that campus, which also played host to the first Nobel Laureate in 
physics and the developer of the birth control pill. Manufacturing attracted great waves of immigrants from Ireland, Italy, Poland, 
Sweden and Greece, who settled on the seven hills and worked in the factories through World War Two, Camelot, and the Great 
Society. I got out of Worcester, too, the year Richard Nixon resigned. ROBERT ROSS, CHAIR, SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT, CLARK 
UNIVERSITY: The mid-' 70s saw a hurricane of plant closings. It was like this whale finally hit the beach HANSEN Dr. Robert 
Ross chairs Clark University's sociology department ROSS Worcester was very hard hit. Most of the structures that are now 
coming back as remodeled apartments and restaurants and this and that were vacant, old, **25;261;TOOLONG loft industrial 
buildings that were vacant, because the final gasp of the shoe industry, the final gasp of the textile industry -- U.S. Steel moved its 
wire and cable operation out, and so on. I mean, 
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The new store, Labyrinth Books, will also be located near Columbia, which is helping it out with cheap rent and computer 
services; it plans to stock at least 50,000 academic and scholarly titles, sorted into about 100 categories reflecting the boundaries 
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of current debates. 27 Freed Immigrants Look Ahead Forty illegal Chinese immigrants imprisoned after their ship, the Golden 
Venture, ran aground said they were looking forward to freedom with a mixture of joy and trepidation. They were released after 
nearly four years in a Pennsylvania prison. 30 SPORTS 32-40 Skating Champion's Whirlwind A hurricane of publicity swirled 
around 14-year-old Tara Lipinski, who is the youngest figure-skating champion ever in the United States. But as work on 
television appearances, magazine profiles and a World Wide Web site got under way, some in the sport worried that the pressure 
could overwhelm her -- and that skating's trend toward young champions was coming at the expense of adult artistry. 1 25-Year-
Old Wins Daytona Jeff Gordon became the youngest winner of the Daytona 500. The top three finishers were all sponsored by 
Rick Hendrick, a 
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voice-over Until he was a middle-aged man, the great radical was part of the very establishment he grew to hate. He had a wife, 
kids, a house in the suburbs, and a low-profile law practice. Then in 1961 the ACLU asked Kunstler to go to Mississippi to help the 
hundreds of Freedom Riders being arrested for fighting segregation. At age 43 Kunstler was reborn. Mr. KUNSTLER: I began to 
realize there was another world of law out there where I could do things which went way beyond individual clients ROSE voice-
over The' 60s were a hurricane of social change, and Kunstler was always at the eye of the storm . From civil rights he 
moved on to champion almost every cause of the radical left - black militants, Indian activists, student dissidents. But his defining 
moment came when a bunch of anti-war protesters were accused of trying to incite a riot at the 1968 Democractic Convention. 
They were the Chicago Seven. HOWARD K. SMITH: From all indications so far, it's going to be a lively trial ROSE voice-over It was 
epic courtroom 
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was receiving coaching. " When the Devil-worshiper stuff came along, " Connell says, " that's when we knew Pat was getting 
advice from someone. That's when we knew she was hooked up with somebody who knew what they were doing. " # Faye Yager 
certainly knows what she is doing. As head of an organization called Children of the Underground, the 46-year-old mother of four 
has set up a chain of thousands of safe houses around the country. Each of them is a place where kidnappers of children can f ind 
refuge. # In a hurricane of parental abduction and sexual-abuse custody claims, Faye Yager is the storms calm eye. 
Whomever you ask in the child-custody or family-abduction world, they all know-or have heard of-Yager. All of them, in 
deference, acknowledge that Yager has legitimate reason for being radicalized against child abuse. One morning in 1972, when 
Yager was married to a seemingly respectable Atlanta accountant named Roger Lee Jones, she walked into the kitchen of their 
home and saw Jones and their two-year-old daughter, Michelle, engaged in the unthinkable  

Date  1993 (19930125) 

Title  Bollywood Burns 
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2108455 India's most glamorous city, home to the glitzy " Bollywood " film industry, has become the capital for the country's 
primal violence between Hindus and Muslims. Behind Bombay's white seafront facade, the communities have been at war since 
more than 200 people, mostly Muslims, died in outbreaks following the destruction of a disputed mosque last month. Deadly 
retaliation and counterretaliation continue, leading to scenes like this: weeping Hindu women surrounded by their Muslim 
counterparts, all seeking refuge from the hurricane of hate. 2108456 PERFORMER: REBA MCENTIRE ALBUM: IT'S YOUR 
CALL LABEL: MCA THE BOTTOM LINE: Call them relaxing or cathartic, these from one of the best country singers linger in the 
mind. COUNTRY MUSIC AT ITS WORST IS like Marlboro Country, peopled with pseudo cowboys in tight jeans, ten-gallon hats and 
boots made from cute animals. One senses a moral cancer beneath the surface 
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and who's the prom queen? " Drop out!... Get involved!... Smoke grass!... Go to Mass!... Demand your rights!... Do what you're told! 
" It's like being locked in an asylum for insane carnival pitchmen. " Leave me alone! " Okay. Here's your chance. Each of us, at the 
very depths, has a human need to become a hermit at least 15 minutes a day. Not a hermit cocooned in the Walkman. A hermit. 
Without an eye of peace in the hurricane of our days, we're going to be swallowed up by the crapstorm. Whenever mothers 
come to confession, their penance is always: " A half-hour before the kids come home, kick off the shoes, relax, and find out 
what's really important. " No mother ever objected. Only for a few moments, detach yourself from everything that fluctuates and, 
at rest, let all the tension drain out: all the confusion, deadlines, questions. Merely be there: emptied, at  
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preservation: " The primal forest has been disappearing as if by magic.... The pioneer cleared only what he needed of the most 
fertile land, but the lumberman stripped the white pine from even the sterile mountain spurs.. .. The dark hemlock ranges were 
left to nature, and we gathered around our campfires in their gloomy shadows with the belief that the hemlock was safe.... But 
when it became demonstrable that there was' money in hemlock' (for tan bark) the fate of the hemlock was sealed. Hoary 
centurians of the forest are going down before a hurricane of axemen and being scalped by a cyclone of' spudders'. The 
tannery village springs up at a month's notice, and the long, low tannery with its labyrinth of vats and villainous refuse 
commences its vocation of poisoning the purest streams. # " A tannery man said to me: We are utilizing the timber that has been 
rotting down for centuries. We are turning the hemlock into money. We have a village of 3,000 inhabitants, well paid and well 
fed. " # After Forest 
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her writing and saw, first, a cloud of dust, and then a band of horsemen come galloping into the plaza. They were the colonel 's 
men, sent under orders of El Mulato, a giant known throughout the land for the speed of his knife and his loyalty to his chief. Both 
the colonel and El Mulato had spent their lives fighting in the civil war, and their names were ineradicably linked to devastation 
and calamity. The rebels swept into town like a stampeding herd, wrapped in noise, bathed in sweat, and leaving a hurricane of 
fear in their trail. Chickens took wing, dogs ran for their lives, women and children scurried out of sight, until the only living 
soul left in the market was Belisa Crepusculario. She had never seen El Mulato and was surprised to see him walking toward her. 
# " I'm looking for you, " he shouted, pointing his coiled whip at her; even before the words were out, two men rushed her-
knocking over her canopy and shattering her inkwell-bound her hand and foot, 
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is the escalation of Japanese investments in the United States and the growing number of joint ventures in sectors where 
American corporations can not maintain themselves unless they hook up with Japanese firms. The Japanese bureaucracy and 
business interests have clearly been encouraging these links, partly as a economic reprisals. # While Japanese investment is 
likely to play a welcome revitalizing role, the rapidly increasing reliance on Japanese supplies is bound to stimulate American 
fears over the loss of entrepreneurial independence. In the end the strands that " intertwine " the two economies could be easily 
broken in a political hurricane of American moral indignation. # So far the administrations of both countries have given little 
reason to hope that they can cope with a saturation of frustrations and fears. There has been no political discussion between 
them that has produced a solution. And the kinds of " dialogue " that currently take place among academics, public figures or 
government representatives are leading nowhere. VI # What can be done without aggravating the long-term relationship any 
further? # It is too late for America to correct the information/ propaganda imbalance 
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tuition. But you also have stories, of course, of schools that have invested heavily into stadiums, sports. I mean, the schools that 
tried to maintain the brand name, either for academics or athletics, often have little of an excuse to say, well, we could have saved 
students money by not having to expand our facilities. But again, that wears thin when you do realize that states have cut, on 
average in the last couple of years, 24 percent of higher education funding, and that has hit public institutions like a 
hurricane. GUY-RAZ: California, case in point. CLAUDIO-SANCHEZ: That's ground zero for the mess that has been created. You 
have an economy that is sluggish; you have state funding that is not there for these higher institutions. And we are hammered 
every day that without a college education, your prospects are pretty poor. It's a conflicting message, though, because at the same 
time that we're saying, you're not going to get anywhere without a college education; you go out onto the  
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s first 100 days. Is he making the right move to fix this economy? VELSHI: All right. The other thing that we've been talking about 
and we want to get to the bottom of. Everybody is concerned about health care. The Obama administration is making it a priority, 
what is it that they are making a priority exactly, what the problem is and what needs to change? Guess who is here, Sanjay Gupta 
is going to be with us to us what needs to be done. ROMANS: Is this economy like a hurricane, a train wreck, a tidal wave? Lots 
of colorful language to describe what is happening here a different way to describe it. We will give you your best shot to weigh in 
and tell us what you think. VELSHI: Your best shot and we'll contribute ideas to that as well. Listen, the big thing everybody is 
talking about this week, jobs. Jobs are still at the top of everyone's mind. More than 5 million Americans are now receiving 
unemployment benefits. That 
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), flossing daily and visiting your dentist regularly. # 12823 Riley was three when he was diagnosed with epilepsy. He had two 
grand mal seizures (medically known as tonic clonic seizures) roughly 12 hours apart. Following a two-day stay in the hospital 
and a battery of tests and consultations, we were sent home with a bottle of pills, a prescription for more and a little boy who had 
a condition that burst into our lives like a hurricane. We received immediate support from friends and family. Our church 
pastors were with us throughout Riley's stay in hospital, when a diagnosis of epilepsy was actually the preferred one, considering 
other possible reasons for his seizures -- including brain tumours. About a month after returning home we began to settle a bit. 
The doctors told us Riley's case was likely a straightforward one. One called it childhood epilepsy, and said Riley would be on 
medication for two years or so and then, barring any 
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$65,000 or so on their current place but, explains Cubitto, " We're not thinking of this as an investment. We want a place we 'll be 
comfortable in for the next 20 years. " * BOATS. The folks of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, like to call their town the yacht capital of 
the world, and boat buyers with accents that hark from Kentucky or Kyoto turn up here regularly. But Fort Lauderdale on an 
auction day is where the luxury tax, 10% on the portion of the price that exceeds $100,000, hits like a hurricane. Says Dennis 
Haafe, of Admax, one of the nation's biggest yacht brokers: " Most of our customers are not trading up. They are trading down -- 
selling a 50-foot boat, buying a 30-footer they can make do with, and putting the difference into other investments. " According to 
National Liquidators, whose auctions are a microcosm of the boating world today, everything is going for about half what it 
would have fetched a few years ago, and sometimes less. For consumers, it 
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that the officer had not been looting, but rather led a dissident group in one of the inter-Iraqi military clashes. # A Tunisian taxi 
driver surveyed the empty streets of Kuwait City and commented, " We are all emigres, but it's still sad. They are making Kuw ait 
into another Beirut. " An Influx of Iraqis # Iraqi civilians, whose dinars now equal Kuwaiti dinars and thus have increased 12 
times in value, have flocked to Kuwait City to shop. At the Sultan Gourmet Supermarket, one employee said that the Iraqis came " 
like a hurricane " on Aug. 9 and 10. " They were buying everything, " he said. " Even things they didn't know what they were. 
They were buying cat food, which they thought was bologna, and one of them, holding shaving cream, asked me what is this. I 
said,' Oh, it's very good. Try it on toast.' " # Iraqi internal security forces are already making their presence felt. Some of the 
Westerners recently picked up off the streets 

 


